The main concern of this paper focuses on the accurate estimation of the vehicle states, including the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical velocities (hence, sideslip angle), as well as the roll and pitch angles. With the input data from the 6D IMU which measures both acceleration and angular velocities of the three axes, the novel merging schemes based on the internally defined concepts of transient state factor, reference selector, and selective integral, that combine the kinematic and model-based observer outputs guarantee robust performance in estimating the vehicle states. Stability of each component of the proposed observer is investigated, and confirmatory assessment of the entire system is arranged via simulation under various conditions, with the aid of Carsim and Matlab/Simulink.
Introduction
The worldwide proliferation of the automobile has brought efficiency and convenience at the cost of the unavoidable risk -car accidents of innumerable different types. This has encouraged the advancement of the electronic vehicle safety control technology, and the implementation of various computerized technologies has nowadays become vital. For example, the accurate knowledge of vehicle roll angle, side slip angle, and vertical velocity can significantly reduce the risk of rollover accidents through roll stability control (RSC), electronic stability program (ESP) and continuous damping control (CDC).
The main challenge in such implementation, however, lies in fact that the reliable sensors to accurately measure the necessary information about the vehicle states is not available at a cost affordable enough for production vehicles. While maintaining the cost of the utilized hardware affordable -implying that the uncertainty level of the sensor outputs may be higher than desired -the state estimation algorithm must ensure robust performance, even during the vehicle maneuvers which show highly nonlinear tire characteristic, and in the existence of road inclination or bank angle. Such requirements have served obstacles in the previous efforts to develop a wholly satisfactory vehicle state estimation algorithm [1] This paper introduces an integrated vehicle state observer comprising a model-based observer that uses the linear bicycle model to estimate the lateral velocity, a kinematic velocity observer that uses the kinematics of motion to estimate the vehicle velocities of all three axes, an Euler angle observer that estimates the chassis pitch and roll, and merging schemes that effectively combine the outputs of the aforementioned subsystems. The choice to : lateral velocity at C.G.
: vertical velocity at C.G.
: longitudinal acceleration measured at C.G.
: lateral acceleration measured at C.G. use a 6D IMU allows the estimation of the vertical velocity and vehicle pitch angle on top of the longitudinal and lateral velocity and roll angle. As a novel contribution of this paper, it must be also noted that the coexistence of the model based and kinematic observer with the aid of cornering stiffness adaptation and an effectively designed merging scheme ensures robust estimation performance even during the vehicle maneuvers which show highly nonli characteristic. Such maneuvers include an oversteer motion or a J-turn with a complete spin out and a full wheel slip occurred from full braking unaided by ABS. The basic organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2.1 contains information on the general layout of the observer with the data flow description. Section 2.2 denotes the principle behind the reference longitudinal velocity approximation. Section 2.3 describes the method of cornering stiffness adaptation based on the bicycle model As section 2.4 focuses on the model observer design, section 2.5 focuses on the alternative velocity observer based on the vehicle kinematics, and also on how the estimated results of the two observers are effectively affined. Section 2.6 describes the method to estimate the vehicle pitch and roll angles. To display the validity of the suggested observer, section 3 discusses the results of the simulation performed under various different scenarios.
Observer Design

General Observer Flow Chart
The general structure of the entire observer is as follows: 
Longitudinal Velocity Estimation
Using the four wheel angular velocities available, a rough estimation of the longitudinal velocity is obtained. use a 6D IMU allows the estimation of the vertical velocity and vehicle pitch angle on top of the longitudinal and lateral velocity and roll angle. As a novel contribution of this paper, o noted that the coexistence of the modelbased and kinematic observer with the aid of cornering stiffness adaptation and an effectively designed merging scheme ensures robust estimation performance even during the vehicle maneuvers which show highly nonlinear tire characteristic. Such maneuvers include an oversteer motion turn with a complete spin out and a full wheel slip from full braking unaided by ABS. The basic organization of this paper is as follows. on the general layout of the observer with the data flow description. Section 2.2 denotes the principle behind the reference longitudinal velocity approximation. Section 2.3 describes the method of cornering stiffness adaptation based on the bicycle model. As section 2.4 focuses on the model-based velocity observer design, section 2.5 focuses on the alternative velocity observer based on the vehicle kinematics, and also on how the estimated results of the two observers are describes the method to estimate the vehicle pitch and roll angles. To display the validity of the suggested observer, section 3 discusses the results of the simulation performed under various different
The general structure of the entire observer is as follows:
Using the four wheel angular velocities available, a rough is obtained. Using the undriven wheel speed during acceleration and the maximum wheel speed during deceleration, a low pass filter and a rate limiter are applied with taking the physical limitations of the vehicle into consideration. This estimation, v car , is merely a reference value used in the other parts of the observer, and must be clarified that it is independent from the final output for the vehicle longitudinal velocity.
Cornering Stiffness Adaptation
Figure 2. Bicycle model
Bicycle model represents the lateral dynamics of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 2 . It is a simplified model of the full vehicle under an assumption that the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle is constant and that the tire cornering stiffness of the left and right side of the vehi Although this model may be sensitive to the road surface condition change and discrepancies between the nominal and real vehicle parameters, it significantly reduces the amount of required calculation while maintaining fairly high accuracy. Moreover, being unconfined from having to directly use the lateral acceleration sensor provides robustness against sensor error. Based on the bicycle model, it is possible to apply adaptive scheme for the front and rear tire cornering stiffness values [10] . From the moment balance equations, front and rear lateral tire forces following:
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Also, the front and rear tire slip angles can be derived as follows.
The linear tire model is used to calculate the lateral forces related to the tire, and it exhibits the following relationship between the tire slip angle and lateral force.
,
By substituting (2) into (3) and performing a manipulation, (4) is obtained.
the undriven wheel speed during acceleration and the maximum wheel speed during deceleration, a low pass filter and a rate limiter are applied with taking the physical limitations of the vehicle into consideration. This estimation, a reference value used in the other parts of the observer, and must be clarified that it is independent from the final output for the vehicle longitudinal velocity.
Cornering Stiffness Adaptation
. Bicycle model e lateral dynamics of the vehicle, . It is a simplified model of the full an assumption that the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle is constant and that the tire cornering stiffness of the left and right side of the vehicle are equivalent. Although this model may be sensitive to the road surface condition change and discrepancies between the nominal and real vehicle parameters, it significantly reduces the amount of required calculation while maintaining fairly acy. Moreover, being unconfined from having to directly use the lateral acceleration sensor provides Based on the bicycle model, it is possible to apply scheme for the front and rear tire cornering From the moment balance equations, can be defined as the r y z f y z ml a I r ml a I r (1a)(1b) Also, the front and rear tire slip angles can be derived as
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By substituting (2) into (3) and performing an algebraic
Since the side slip angle is an unknown variable, it is eliminated by equating (4a) and (4b), which gives and and are the unknown parts [10] .
Now a variable z is defined as
and a low pass filter is applied to ensure that the system is causal. 
( )
Thus the system is asymptotically stable, given that yf F and yr F satisfy the PE condition [11] .
Bicycle Model-Based Observer
The well-known equation for the bicycle model is given in the following. 
Here, the cornering stiffness values obtained from the formerly shown adaptation scheme are fully utilized. Since the lateral acceleration can be expressed as
algebraic manipulations lead to the (16) [8] .
For the sake of clarification, it must be noted that the y a is the pure acceleration value, unaffected by the roll or pitch angle. In addition, the effect of the vertical motion is not considered, since its contribution is negligible. The following shows the output equation, which now incorporates the estimated values of the yaw rate and the lateral acceleration just mentioned.
Using (17) 
whereβ andr are the estimated side slip angle and yaw rate, respectively, whereas r and y a are the measured yaw rate and the compensated lateral acceleration, respectively. The roll and pitch angle compensation of the lateral acceleration is dealt later in the paper. The observer gain K is defined by the frozentime pole-placement method in order to ensure system stability.
( ) 
where p is a negative constant. It must be noted here, that for stability, 2 K and 4 K are made to zero when their denominators approach zero.
Kinematic Velocity Observer
The main concern of this paper focuses on the methodology to suitably make use of the kinematic observer along with the contribution of the model-based observer. Here, the kinematic observer involves the direct and full usage of the 6D IMU to obtain the vehicle velocities of three axes via integration. This may certainly involve issues of sensor error and drift due to integration. However, advantages regarding robust performance even with the vehicle parameter uncertainty and strongly nonlinear vehicle motion must be emphasized.
The kinematic equations of motion are expressed as the following, sin sin cos cos cos where .
Here, and are positive constants,
nd is a time-varying pole for the estimation of . The reference selector is defined using the cornering stiffness adaptation formerly dealt. Figure 3 . Reference selector acquisition Figure 3 . graphically represents how the reference selector is acquired. The threshold level is made to be a function of the vertical tire force, in order to compensate for the load transfer. The acquisition of y ξ exhibits the similar principle as well. Since low cornering stiffness relative to the vertical forces indicates that the vehicle motion is more likely have nonlinear characteristics, the entire observer structure tends to rely more on the kinematics rather than the model parameters. This explains the use of ,int y v for the reference. However, integration using kinematics must be avoided as much as possible to prevent the estimation drift issue. Out of this dilemma has appeared the concept of selective integration. For the selective integration, the concept of the Boolean-type integration cease cue is introduced.
With 0 IC = , the vehicle is likely to be going through a motion which involves a highly nonlinear tire characteristic. Only when this is the case, (21b) Apart from the reference selector, the transient state factor / steady state stability factor must be defined to discriminate the case in which the vehicle motion goes through the transient state but still majorly involves the linear tire characteristic. In this case, both the model-based and kinematic estimations are important for the sake of estimation accuracy. Also, these factors are required to swiftly correct the estimated observer outputs without going through integration, so that the issue concerning the sensor error is resolved. A high transient state factor continues the operation of the entire kinematic observer shown in (22), whereas a high steady state stability factor stops it. 
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is Hurwitz. This claim is true, since 0 0 0
is Hurwitz for (23) and (25).
Euler Angle Observer
The Euler angle observer estimates the roll and pitch angles of the vehicle, based on the kinematics law for the Euler angle derivatives. 
With the addition of the observer feedback and the reference term for the steady state, a new observer is designed, motivated by [12] . 
Here, especially through taking the derivative, the reference selector rather lets the selectively integrated angles to be used as the reference for the angle observer, in case of the high kinematic observer dependency. Additionally, to prevent spoilage of the estimated angles due to a fast change in TF , a rate limiter that utilizes the measured roll rate (or pitch rate) value with tolerance as the reference is applied toφ (orθ ).
The estimated roll and pitch angles are used in the model-based observer for the compensation of the lateral acceleration shown in (17), and in the kinematic velocity observer for the elimination of the effect of gravity shown in (22).
As far as the stability is concerned, given that and Generally, from Case I to Case V, the vehicle motion involves increasing tire nonlinearity with greater lateral velocity. Even when the vehicle is completely sliding sideway in Case V, it is observed that the estimation algorithm effectively tracks the lateral motion. Also, the suggested observer estimates the vehicle states even during the transient state with varying pitch and roll angles fairly accurately, when there is bank or inclination angle of the road.
It can be seen in Figure 5 that a significantly high amount of roll angle is observed, and it is indeed justified since lateral maneuvers on the inclined road should create bank angle from the vehicle frame of reference. As shown in Figure 6 to 8, the same applies to Case III to V where the vehicle orientation on the bank angle influences the pitch.
Although the estimation result for the lateral velocity may not cleanly track the true value in case frequent switching between the model-based and kinematic observer dependency occurs as shown in Figure 7 , the result generally shows a tendency to follow the desired value with reasonable accuracy. Also, studying the plot for the longitudinal velocity in Figure 8 reveals the advantage of estimating the longitudinal velocity with the aid of the kinematic observer, since the estimated longitudinal velocity accurately follows the true one despite the full braking that already had caused the wheels to lock completely.
Conclusion
An original method to combine the use of the model-based observer and kinematic observer is proposed. Making use of the inexpensive 6D IMU, the proposed observer shows a robust estimation performance, even under the influence of sensor error and nonlinear tire characteristic. Summarizing the paper, the original contributions distinguished from the previously reported papers are the following: the ability to estimate the vehicle velocities of all three axes both in transient and steady states, through the design of internal parameters for observer merging, the robust estimation performance in both linear and highly nonlinear region for tire characteristic, and the ability to estimate the vehicle pitch and roll angles both in transient and steady states.
